
Inter-Register Club 
Riley Register Scatter   

Saturday 13th July 
Supplementary Regulations 
The Riley Register, on behalf of the Inter-Register Club, will organise a Navigational Scatter Rally based at  
The Rowbarge Inn at Woolhampton, GR 573664, just off the A.4 mid way between Reading and Newbury. 
The event will be a round of the 2019 Inter-Register Club Championship, but is open to entrants is any 
type/age of car. The event will provide a mildly competitive introduction to Road Rallying and the use of 
Ordnance Survey maps, whilst enjoying some of Berkshire 'yellow' roads.  
  
The meeting will be governed by the General Regulations of the RAC Motor Sports Association, the 
supplementary regulations and any written instructions that are issued by the club. 
MSA Permit ...TBA. 
 
The event is open to pre-1941 cars entered by fully elected members of clubs comprising the Inter-
Register Club, the VSCC and other invited clubs. Entrants are also welcome in any Classic/Modern cars and 
will be subdivided into ability classes if there are sufficient entries. All  Entrants should ensure that their 
insurance will cover them for this type of event. 
 
The maximum entry will be 30.  The organisers reserve the right to cancel the event should less than 12 
entries be received. Entries open on publication of these Regulations and close on July 5th,   

Entries must be on the official entry form and include the appropriate payment. 
Late entries may be accepted and paid for on the day if advised by phone first. 
 
Entrants will require OS Landranger map 174, (Version D2 was used during preparation but any recent 
edition should suffice.) A roamer, pencils, rubber, ruler, protractor, drawing compass and clipboards may 
also be required. 
 
Entrants will be expected to visit a number of locations, and to answer simple questions. These will be 
weighted according to their difficulty. To complete the event you will need to drive 40 to 50 miles. There 
will be a small penalty applied per person for crews in excess of 2 persons. 
 
For Pre-War cars; there will be three ability classes, Beginners, Novices and Experts. Any crew member 
who has won a class award or better, in an IRC or VSCC rally in the last 5 years, is defined as an Expert. 
Beginners are those on their first Navigational Rally and will receive additional assistance with plotting. 
Novices are everyone else. In addition entries are invited from people not wishing to do any complicated 
plotting who will be provided with a marked map showing where the questions can be answered. This is the 
Touring Class. Anyone opting for this will only qualify as a ‘Starter’ for IRC Championship points.  
 Post War cars will be similarly grouped by ability if there are sufficient numbers. 
 
Pre-War cars; there will be Inter Register Awards/Prizes to the best 3 car team and to the overall winner 
of each class. Other cars; prizes will be awarded to class winners appropriate to the number of entries. 
 
The Rally Fee will include tea/coffee and bacon roll  at the start for a crew of 2. At the finish there will be 
a choice off the Rowbarge BBQ menu @£7.50 per head payable in advance.  
 
Program of the meeting:  1000 – 1100hrs Scrutineering and Signing on 
       1115hrs Route cards issued at 1 minute intervals 
       1515hrs First cars due at Finish 
 
Event secretary: Richard Scott, Old Kennels, Sulhamstead, Berks. RG7 4EB 
                           Tel 0118-983-2224 or rscottok@btinternet.com 
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